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1. SYNOPSIS.

1.1 At approximately 1500 hours on Sunday 29th August 1999 four adults and four
children set out in a 15-foot fiberglass boat to go fishing about a half a mile off
Dunany Point, Co. Louth. At approximately 1700 hrs the boat capsized resulting
in the loss of four lives.
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2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1   Description of the boat 

A fifteen-foot Fibreglass open deck boat with three seats. Orange gunwale and
white hull.  The boat had a forward removable canopy that was not in place on
the day of the incident. The boat did not have a name.

The boat was purchased locally circa 1991 and was an "O Sullivan’s Marine" boat
similar in most respects to the present "O’Sullivan’s Marine 15’ Super Sar (OSM
460 Model)". The boat was not fitted with additional reserve buoyancy and did
not have a EU Recreational Craft Marking. The exact age of the boat is not
known, however "O’Sullivan’s Marine" have been selling this model of boat in
this country for about twenty years.

Engine: Mercury 7.5 Horsepower with portable fuel tank.

2.2 Owners of the boat: 

Mr. John Russell, Mr. Richard Russell and Mr. Thomas Callaghan.

2.3 Persons aboard on day of incident:

1. John Russell, 37 Years, Tullyallen, Co. Louth. 
2. James Russell, 69 Years, Tullyallen, Co. Louth 
3. Stuart Callaghan, 20 Years, Dunleer, Co. Louth. 
4. Gary Grant, 48 Years, Dundalk, Co. Louth 
5. Sarah McGuinness, 10 Years, Duleek, Co. Meath 
6. Maeve McGuinness, 12 Years, Duleek Co.Meath. 
7. Paul Callaghan, 12 Years, Ardee, Co. Louth. 
8. Tom Og Callaghan, 8 Years, Ardee Co. Louth 

2.4 Equipment on the Boat on Departure:

Five buoyancy aids (Only four were recovered), 3 x Sowester and 1 x Sea buoy,
all approximately 15 years old.

6 x Fishing Rods
2 x Fishboxes
1 x Bucket
2 Oars + Crutches
1 x anchor with no rope attached
1 x length of rope (50 – 60 feet long)
1 x Transistor Radio
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3. THE EVENTS PRIOR TO THE INCIDENT

3.1 On Sunday 29th August 1999 members of the Callaghan, Grant, McGuinness and
Russell families decided to go fishing and the boat was launched from the
beach at approximately 1500 hrs.

3.2 There were four adults and four children on board.

3.3 John Russell was part owner of the boat and was understood to be in charge of
the vessel. John Russell was at the stern of the boat operating the engine. 

3.4 According to John Russell, Stuart Callaghan had not been on the boat
previously. Gary Grant stated that he had never been on a boat before and this
was his first occasion to go to sea.

3.5 The boat was regularly used for recreational and fishing purposes and had been
at sea the day before. 

3.6 There was said to be five buoyancy aids on board but none were being worn.
The buoyancy aids were stowed under the apron in the forward part of the
boat. Gary Grant took a buoyancy aid out to protect himself from spray but did
not don the lifejacket. 

3.7 The day was fine and clear with a slight sea and low swell. 

3.8 The vessel proceeded north along the coast towards Dunany Point. 

3.9 Using fishing rods approximately thirty mackerel had been caught. The boat
was drifting as the persons on board fished. It is estimated that the boat was
about a half to one mile east south east of Dunany Point at this time. 
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4. THE INCIDENT.

4.1 It is understood that some persons decided to change places and that one of
these persons stumbled and fell causing other persons on board to move and as
a result the boat capsized causing everyone to be thrown into the sea. 
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5. EVENTS FOLLOWING THE INCIDENT.

5.1   When the boat capsized everyone ended up in the water. Sarah McGuinness,
Maeve McGuinness and Gary Grant managed to reach and stay with the boat.
Gary Grant is a non-swimmer and may have been assisted to the boat by Maeve
McGuinness.  All three managed with considerable difficulty to stay with the
boat until they were rescued.

5.2 Mr. James Russell apparently lost consciousness quite rapidly and Mr. John
Russell had to give up assisting him to aid the rest of the persons in the water.
After a while Mr. John Russell decided to try and reach the shore and
commenced swimming in that direction.

5.3 When John Russell set out for shore Stuart Callaghan and Tom Og Callaghan
were understood to be trying to cling to a buoyancy aid at this time. (This may
have been the buoyancy aid that Gary Grant took out from under the forward
apron). Paul Callaghan was trying to stay afloat on his back.

5.4 The boat and the persons clinging to it started to drift away from the persons
in the water. The buoyancy aids stowed under the forward apron may have
given added buoyancy to the boat and helped it to remain afloat. Four
buoyancy aids were retrieved from under the apron when the vessel was finally
towed to port. 

5.5 It took John Russell the best part of two hours to reach the shore. 

5.6 At approximately 1830 hrs to 1835 hrs Mrs. Christine McGuiness telephoned the
Irish Marine Emergency Service (IMES) as the family were getting worried that
the boat had not returned on time. (see Irish Coast Guard’s record of events at
pages 22-24).

5.7 According to their records at 1845 hrs The Marine Rescue Coordination Centre
in Dublin asked the IMES Coastal Unit at Clogherhead to search the coastline.

5.8 At 1855 hrs the Marine Rescue Coordination Centre tasked the IMES Search and
Rescue Helicopter. The Helicopter was airborne by 1908 hrs.

5.9 The Marine Rescue Coordination Centre paged the Clogherhead Lifeboat at 1858
hrs.

5.10 At 1918 hrs the IMES Search and Rescue Helicopter ‘116’ arrived on the scene
and within a short space of time had winched Maeve McGuiness, Sarah
McGuinness and Gary Grant onboard.

5.11 When Clogherhead lifeboat arrived on the scene they found and took on board
the body of James Russell at approximately 1933 hrs. At 2012 hrs they located
and took on board the body of Paul Callaghan. Attempts were made to
resuscitate both persons without success. 
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EVENTS FOLLOWING

5.12 John Russell, though exhausted from his efforts to swim ashore elected to
remain at the scene to assist in the search and rescue efforts by giving advice
on the location of the tragedy. Gary Grant, Maeve McGuinness and Sarah
McGuinness were taken to hospital in Drogheda but did not suffer any physical
injuries but had apparent light hypothermia. 

5.13 An extensive search was carried out over the following days by dedicated
resources and volunteer groups as well as local and national organisations with
expertise in search. The general public also assisted in an effort to locate the
two missing persons, Stuart Callaghan and Tom Óg Callaghan.  A member of the
public found the body of Tom Óg Callaghan on the 8th September 1999 on
Kilkeel Strand. The body of Stuart Callaghan was also found by a member of the
public the following day the 9th September 1999 on the strand near
Riverstown, Dundalk. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS.

6.1   The boat did not (and was not required to) comply with the EC Directive on
Recreational Craft (94/25/EC). Being a relatively old boat it was built prior to
the introduction of the EC Directive. The directive became mandatory in June
1998 and it requires that most new recreational craft and some secondhand
craft, which are sold in any country in the EC, must comply with a number of
safety requirements. The boat had no added buoyancy or appropriate means of
flotation in the swamped condition. The current model being sold is fitted with
additional buoyancy and complies with the EC Directive.

6.2 No one on the boat was wearing buoyancy aids when it capsized. There were
only five buoyancy aids onboard for eight persons. 

6.3 Persons using the boat did not usually wear buoyancy aids.

6.4 There was no means of communications on board. A waterproof hand held VHF
used by a competent person to alert the Irish Marine Emergency Service would
have reduced the time taken for a rescue to be effected.  

6.5 There was no flares or other means of alerting other vessels or people on the
shore that there was a distress situation. 

6.6 There was no lifebuoy (life ring) on the boat. There were no rescue quoits with
line on board.

6.7 There were eight persons on board the boat (four adults and four children).
John Russell maintains that the boat had a freeboard of 12 to 18 inches prior to
the tragedy and that there was no significant water in the bilge prior to the
tragedy. The boat on examination after the tragedy appeared to be seaworthy
in that it did not appear to be damaged or modified in any way.

6.8 According to John Russell, Stuart Callaghan had not been on the boat prior to
the tragedy. According to Gary Grant this was his first time on a boat. 

6.9 There is no restriction on any individual taking a recreational craft to sea in
this country.

6.10 Common sense risk analysis was not carried out or not adhered to prior to this
tragic voyage.

6.11 There was some criticism expressed by some relatives of the survivors and
deceased in relation to the time taken for the emergency services to respond
to the initial call to them. The Marine Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) 
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officially recorded the times of the events of the 29th August 1999. These
records indicate that the Irish Marine Emergency Services effected a positive
and systematic response to the tragic events. There are some slight
discrepancies regarding the recorded times of the events. See Appendix II. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 All recreational craft owners should inspect their boat on a regular basis and
take into account advances in safety to ensure that the boat is safe, seaworthy
and equipped appropriately.

7.2 An educational campaign should be directed at parents indicating to them that
they have a responsibility to ensure that their children are aware and
understand dangers associated with going to sea on recreational craft. The
dangers of not wearing an approved buoyancy aid when on board a boat should
be highlighted*. Parents should ensure that their children are instructed in the
proper use of buoyancy aids and should wear them at all times. 

* The Action Group on Small Leisure Craft recommends that the wearing of
buoyancy aids for persons under the age of 16 be compulsory. 

7.3 A culture of on board safety awareness should be promoted. There are a
number of organisations that provide training in respect of water safety and
boat safety. Persons of all ages should source basic training in respect of boat
safety prior to going to sea on a recreational craft. 

7.4 A competent person should check buoyancy aids at appropriate intervals to
ensure that they are fit for use; manufacturers guidelines should be adhered to.
Any person who is in charge of a recreational craft should ensure that there are
sufficient approved buoyancy aids for the number of persons that the craft can
safely carry.

7.5 Persons in charge of recreational craft should plan their voyage and assess the
risks to the persons on board. Appropriate precautions should be taken prior to
taking any craft to sea. Parents allowing their children to go to sea on a
recreational craft should satisfy themselves that appropriate safety procedures
and precautions are in place. 

7.6 All recreational craft that go to sea should carry a waterproof portable VHF
radio to enable communications with a station ashore. Persons owning a VHF
Radio are required to possess a station licence and are required to be qualified.  

7.7 All recreational craft that proceed to sea should carry appropriate in date
pyrotechnics to alert nearby vessels or persons ashore if they are in difficulty.
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The MCIB has noted the contents of this letter.
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The MCIB has noted the contents of this letter.
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MCIB Response to the Irish Coast Guard letter of 13th August, 2003

The MCIB does not see any reason to amend these paragraphs save
for the amendments made in this Final Report.
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The MCIB has noted the contents of this letter.
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The MCIB has noted the contents of this letter.
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